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The full electroweak radiative correction is calculated for the process HHee νν→−+  which is a window for the study of  the 
Higgs potential at the future linear collider. The calculation is done by using  GRACE, the automated system for the calculation 
of Feynman diagrams.   The magnitude of the  weak correction in the μG scheme is small in the high energy region where this 
process dominates over the ZHH production.   
 
 
Figure 1: Tree-level cross sections for Higgs production at 
the LC.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
The  linear collider (LC) will be a great asset for high-energy physics. One of the most important targets of the 
LC is the study of the Higgs particle.  In  Fig.1,  we show various channels that are required for a study of the properties 
of the Higgs. Most of these channels have 3 or 4 particles in the final state. For instance, the process  is only 
important at low energies, like at LEP2. It is quickly overcome by the process 
−+ee
ZHee →−+
Hee νν→−+ at higher energies typical   
of the LC[1].  Probing the structure of the Higgs potential is achieved through the 3- and 4-body final 
states  and ZHHee →−+ HHee νν→−+ which involve the Higgs self coupling.  For the analyses of experimental data 
with high accuracy, we need the 
radiative corrections(RC) for these 
processes in the standard 
electroweak(EW) theory. Though 
the RC for the multi-body final 
states is technically very 
complicated, the importance of 
these processes warrants a 
theoretical effort. A key solution 
for this task is the use of automated 
systems.  The breakthrough was the 
computation of the complete EW 
RC for  Hee νν→−+ ber  in Septem
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2002[2]. Since then other channels have been tackled by several groups[3-10].  In this talk, the results for the EW RC 
for HHee ν→−+ ted[11]. This completes the RC for Higgs production in the major channels for the future LC. ν is presen  
2. RESULTS 
ied the RC for ZHH production in [7]. However, the extension to We have already stud HHνν production is 
m hownandatory, since the latter cross section is larger than the former in the high energy region as s  in Fig.1. The 
HHνν production is more complicated and we need the reduction of 6-point functions. In the ZHH process, the s-
l mechanism, i.e.,  −+ee  annihilates into Z-boson, dominates while in the channe HHνν process the  WW-fusion, which 
we call t-channel mechanis is dominant at the high energy. 
The calculation is done through  the extensive use of GRAC
m,  
E, the automated system for the evaluation of Feynman 
diagrams[12].  The system generates the corresponding Feynman diagrams for the specified process. For 
HHee eeνν→−+ , the number of  tree (one-loop) diagrams is 81(19638) and  that for HHee μμνν→−+ is 27(8292).  
 (When we denote HHee νν→−+ , it stands for the sum over the three generations of  iagrams are 
produced based on ory with the non-linear gauge(NLG) fixing[12, 13]. The introduction of the NLG 
provides a systematic check over the numerical calculation. The number of diagrams quoted above refers to the full set 
of diagrams that are used for the gauge invariance check. At the the production or evaluation stage, a smaller set of 
diagrams is  used, obtained after discarding the coupling between the scalars and the electron. The number of diagrams 
for the production set is 12(3416) for electron neutrino and 6(1754) for the muon/tau neutrino.  Each product of a tree 
diagram and a one-loop diagram is processed by the symbolic manipulation program REDUCE or FORM to generate a 
FORTRAN code for that amplitude. The numerator including loop momenta is processed by a reduction method (see, 
e.g., [10]), so that the 5- and 6-point functions are converted into the sum of  4-point functions (and  lower-point 
functions). These loop integrals are then fed into the FF loop integrals library[14]. Some of the box integrals including 
infrared divergence are calculated by an in-house library.  
The parameter set for the calculation is as follows: M
neutrinos.) The d
 the EW the
=80.4163GeV,  MZ=91.1876GeV =2.4952GeV, MH=120 
G
W , ZΓ
eV, mt=180GeV,  W=2 Ebeam=400 ~ 2000GeV, kcut=0.05Ebeam. The width of the Z only appears at the resonant poles. 
The corresponding value of rΔ =0.022674. 
We define the weak correction factor  Wδ  in the conventional way by subtraction of the QED correction from the full 
EW correction (see, e.g., [7]). The correction in the μG -scheme, GWδ , is defined as rWGW Δ−= 4δδ .  
We have computed  GWδ  for HHee μμνν→−+ t the values arand found tha e similar to those  
shown nd Fig.3, we show
for ZHHee →−+
 in Fig.3 of [7]. 1  In ig.2 a  the calculated values of   F Wδ  and  Gδ  for W HHee →−+  
for
eeνν  and
HHee νν→−+ . The preliminary results for the former was reported in [11]. 2 he ener y dep from 
that nnel, because the t-channel mechanism is dominant in the high energy region. The correction GWδ  
 T g endence differs 
 in ZHH cha
                                                 
1 The exact comparison is not possible, as the mass of top-quark is 174GeV in [7]. 
2 The plotted values are updated from those presented in the talk at LCWS05. We realized that the output files of GRACE were not 
properly combined (manually!) for the figures of the LCWS05 presentation. 
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around 1 TeV and at higher energy is less than 5%. The experimental observation of such a  correction will be diffic t 
since the magnitude of cross section is O(1fb) or less. 
  
ul
3. WWÆHH 
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Figure 4: The weak correction to  WWÆHH. 
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The process HHee+ νν→− consists of s-channel and 
t-c s. In the highannel diagram h energy region, the t-
channel mechanism dominates, so that the study of the 
process HHWW →  could provide the base for an  
approximation to HHνν→− . At tree-level, 6 
diagrams describe WW They are classified 
into A-, B-, and C ., Annihilation, Boson-
exchange, and Contact terms. The effect of the Higgs 
potential, i.e., the self-coupling of the Higgs, is 
included in the A-term. It should be noted that the sign 
of the amplitude of B-term is opposite to that of A-and 
C-terms. 
The m
ee+
→ .  
-terms, i.e
ethod of computation and the input 
pa
HH
rameters are the same as in HHee νν→−+ . The 
result is shown in Fig.4. In o ck the rder to che
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Figure 2: The weak correction for 
                HHee eeνν→−+  
Figure 3: The weak correction for 
                HHee νν→−+  
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consistency between this result and that for HHee νν→−+ , we have considered the following a for Wpproximation δ  for  
HHee νν→−+ . 
 rdMMMFdMMMMF treeWW
WW
W
tree
WWW Δ+≈ ∫∫ 2)()(/)()()( σδσδ νν  (1) 
where F ,  and  are the distribution of invariant mass of Higgs pairs in )(Mν
tree
WWσ WWWδ HHee ,  the tree cross 
section of WW , and the 
νν→−+
→ HH Wδ  for WW . In the energy region above 1TeV, this approximation reproduces HH→
Wδ  for  HHee within 1%.  νν→−+
 Sometimes the leading mt formula is used as an approximation to the RC to the Higgs vertices. The leading mt 
corrections for the triple Higgs vertex, WWH vertex and WWHH vertex are as follows: 
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Here, the correction factor is defined so that the corrected 
vertex is (1+C) times the vertex at tree-level. The corrections 
for A-, B-, and C-terms are CH+CW, 2CW, and C4, 
respectively.    The numerical values of the C’s in Eq.(2) are  
-0.11796, -0.02535, and -0.07034, respectively. If we take an 
artificially large value for mt, say 100 times the physical 
value, the loop correction computed by GRACE is well 
described by this formula. However, with the physical value, 
i.e., mt =180GeV, the value of the loop amplitude differs 
from that given by these mt formulae. This is because in the 
real world the masses of Higgs and gauge bosons are not so 
small compared with mt, and the energy is quite larger than 
mt. In Fig.5, we show the comparison between the exact Wδ  
for WW and that by the factors given above Eq. (2). HH
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Figure 5: The exact weak corrections 
compared to  those obtained with the 
leading mt approximation for WWÆHH . 
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4. FINAL REMARKS 
We have studied the RC for HHee  in the full EW theory. The energy dependence of the correction differs 
from that for e . The magnitude of the weak correction  with M
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νν→−+
→−+ ZHHe GWδ H=120GeV is only a few percent in most 
of the energy region where this process is important. Although this is a large scale computation, the GRACE system has 
performed well and given information and results only an exact calculation can provide. The study of RC for 
 is also done here and it is shown that this is the central mechanism in the TeV region. Also, the validity 
and the limitation of the leading m
HHWW →
t  approximation is presented through a comparison with the full computation. 
With the results in this paper, the EW RCs for all processes shown in Fig.1 have been calculated. These results are 
indispensable for Higgs studies at the future LC. 
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